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ABSTRACT 16	
 17	

Ice-binding proteins (IBPs) produced by cold-tolerant organisms interact with ice and 18	
strongly control crystal growth. The molecular basis for the different magnitude of activities 19	
displayed by various IBPs (moderate and hyperactive) has not yet been clarified. Previous 20	
studies questioned whether the moderate activity of some IBPs relies on their weaker binding 21	
modus to the ice surface, compared to hyperactive IBPs, rather than relying on binding only 22	
to selected faces of the ice crystal. We present the structure of one moderate IBP from the sea-23	
ice diatom Fragilariopsis cylindrus (fcIBP) as determined by X-ray crystallography and 24	
investigate the protein’s binding modes to the growing ice-water interface using molecular 25	
dynamics simulations. The structure of the fcIBP is the IBP-1 fold, defined by a discontinuous 26	
β-solenoid delimitated by three faces (A, B and C-faces) and braced by an α-helix. The fcIBP 27	
structure shows capping loops on both N- and C-terminal parts of the solenoid. We show that 28	
the protein adsorbs on both the prism and the basal faces of ice crystals, confirming 29	
experimental results. The fcIBP binds irreversibly to the prism face using the loop between 30	
the B and the C-faces, involving also the B-face in water immobilization despite its irregular 31	
structure. The α-helix attaches the protein to the basal face with a partly reversible modus. 32	
Our results suggest that fcIBP has a loser attachment to ice and that this weaker binding 33	
modus is the basis to explain the moderate activity of the fcIBP. 34	
 35	
Keywords: Ice-binding proteins; Antifreeze proteins; DUF3494; IBP-1 fold; molecular 36	
dynamics simulation. 37	

 38	
INTRODUCTION 39	

 40	
Ice-binding proteins (IBPs) are defined by their ability to attach to ice and influence its 41	
growth 1, 2. IBPs lower the freezing point of a solution, affect the ice growth kinetics during 42	
the crystallization process and inhibit ice-grain boundary migration (recrystallization) in 43	
polycrystalline ice 3, 4. A variety of different IBPs, also called antifreeze proteins (AFPs), has 44	
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been found in several polar and cold-tolerant organisms. One common classification of IBPs 45	
is based on the protein’s effectiveness in causing a thermal hysteresis (TH), i.e., a separation 46	
of the freezing point below the melting point of a solution. At identical protein concentration, 47	
moderate IBPs induce a TH of less than 1°C, whereas hyperactive IBPs cause a much 48	
stronger freezing point depression 3. The mechanisms underlying this difference in activity 49	
are currently under dispute. Some studies suggest that hyperactivity is related to the ability of 50	
IBPs to bind the basal face of ice crystals and suppress growth along the c-axis 5, 6. Other 51	
studies indicate that the TH activity shown by IBPs is related less to the crystallographic face 52	
bound by the proteins, but rather to the strength of the binding of IBPs to the ice crystal 53	
surface 7, 8. 54	
 55	
The different IBP families show an amazing diversity of structures, including α-helix, 56	
globular polypeptides with mixed folds, polyproline type-II coils and β-solenoids 3. The ice-57	
binding site (IBS), often determined by point mutagenesis, is described as a broad, flat, 58	
somewhat hydrophobic surface. IBPs exhibit various ice-binding mechanisms driven by 59	
hydrogen bonding 9, hydrophobic interaction 10-13, and anchored clathrate motif 14-16. 60	
 61	
The IBPs from the sea-ice diatom Fragilariopsis cylindrus (fcIBP), a dominant species within 62	
polar sea-ice microbial assemblages, belong to an IBP family very common among 63	
psychrophilic microorganisms 17. This IBP family is characterized by the “domain of 64	
unknown function” (DUF) 3494, as the domain is called in the Pfam database. The DUF3494-65	
IBP family represents today the most widespread of the known IBP families and can be found 66	
in bacteria 18-20, diatoms 17, 21, 22, yeast and other fungi 23-27, among others. Studies on one 67	
fcIBP isoform, fcIBP11, revealed that fcIBP11 binds to the prism and basal faces of ice 68	
crystals and stops growth along the c-axis despite its moderate TH activity 8, 28 69	
 70	
The structures of DUF3494-IBPs known until now are a β-solenoid, characterized by a 71	
discontinuous β-helix with a triangular cross-section defined by the A-, B- and C-faces. An α-72	
helix runs along the A-face, parallel to the longitudinal axis of the β-helix. This fold, typical 73	
for DUF3494-IBPs, has been called IBP-1 fold 3. The capping regions masking the 74	
hydrophobic core of the proteins can be more or less extended in the individual proteins. Until 75	
now, eight IBP-1 folds have been determined by X-ray crystallography. The solved structures 76	
belong to sequences from Antarctic bacteria 19, 29-32, a snow mold fungus 7, 33 and an Arctic 77	
yeast 34. Despite the broad distribution of DUF3494-IBPs among polar diatoms, only the 78	
structure of the Chaetoceros neogracile IBP, estimated by 3D modelling, has been reported 35, 79	
36. 80	
 81	
Point mutation, structural analyses of the topography at the protein surface and docking 82	
studies have been examined to identify the IBS 7, 19, 29-36. In all these cases, results suggest that 83	
the protein B-face is involved in ice-binding, despite its lack of structural regularity. 84	
Furthermore, some studies mention a possible relevance of the C-face and of the loop 85	
adjacent to the B-face 7, 29, 30. However, although the computational docking studies give an 86	
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insight about the structural matching between IBPs and ice surfaces, we must consider that 87	
IBPs bind to a growing ice-water interface rather than to an ice crystal face alone 37. 88	
 89	
In the following, we present the structure of fcIBP11 determined by X-ray crystallography 90	
and its ice-binding mode inferred by molecular dynamics simulation.  This is the first case of 91	
a DUF3494-IBP from diatom cells solved by crystallography and the first molecular 92	
dynamics simulation of binding of a DUF3494-IBP to the growing ice surface. We investigate 93	
whether fcIBP11 binds to both the primary prism and basal surfaces and suggest where its 94	
IBS is. 95	
 96	

MATERIAL AND METHODS 97	
 98	
Crystallization and structure analysis of fcIBP11 99	
fcIBP11 (GenBank Acc Nr DR026070), an isoform of fcIBP with molecular weight of 26 kDa 100	
and of moderate TH activity, was recombinantly expressed (EMBL Heidelberg, Germany) as 101	
explained elsewhere (Bayer-Giraldi et al 2011). This isoform was chosen based on previous 102	
studies, which demonstrated its relevance for F. cylindrus in cold response 17, 28. The protein 103	
was lyophilized for storage, then dissolved in cold water and dialyzed against 100 mM Tris-104	
HCl pH 8.2 for buffer exchange and desalting. Prior to crystallization, the dialysate was 105	
concentrated to 20 mg/ml using Amicon Ultra-4	 centrifugal filter units (Merck KGaA, 106	
Germany). The crystallization condition was screened using Crystal Screen, Crystal Screen 2, 107	
Index, PEG/Ion, PEG/Ion 2 (Hampton Research, CA, USA), and Wizard Classic 1 and 2 108	
(Molecular Dimensions, UK). By using nanoliter dispenser mosquito (TTP Labtech, UK) 0.1 109	
µL of protein solution was mixed with the same volume of reservoir solution in a 96-well 110	
sitting-drop plate 38, then incubated at 20 and 4°C. 111	
 The diffraction data from the fcIBP11 crystal were collected at the beamline BL17A in 112	
Photon Factory, KEK, Japan 39, using the synchrotron radiation of 0.9800 Å. The crystal was 113	
soaked into a crystallization solution containing 30% glycerol, which was used as a 114	
cryoprotectant, and then mounted on a nylon loop, followed by flash cooling to 95 K by a 115	
cryocooling device. Diffraction images were processed by program XDS 40, and CCP4 116	
program suite 41. The crystal structure of fcIBP11 was determined by a molecular replacement 117	
method using the program Phenix 42 applying the coordinate of Typhula isikariensis AFP6 118	
(PDB ID: 3VN3) as the search model. The molecular model of fcIBP11 was build and 119	
manually corrected using Coot 43 and further refined using REFMAC5 44. The structure of 120	
fcIBP11 was superposed against other known DUF3494-IBP structures by utilizing 121	
secondary-structure matching (SSM) option implemented in Coot. Root mean square distance 122	
(RMSD) between equivalent Cα atoms was employed for assessing structural similarities. 123	
 124	
Models 125	
fcIBP11 was modeled with full atomistic detail using CHARMM27 45, 46 (CHARMM22 47 126	
plus CMAP 48 for proteins). The experimentally obtained crystal structure was used, in which 127	
N-terminal 2 residues (S and T) and C-terminal 11 residues (TRRGLRGLQVA) were not 128	
included in the structure model due to the indistinct electron density map. Water was 129	
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represented by the TIP4P/2005 model 49, which provides a more realistic description of the 130	
bulk liquid density and the hydration thermodynamics of simple molecules 50-52. The 131	
intermolecular interactions were truncated at 0.85 nm. The Lennard-Jones parameters for 132	
cross-interactions were obtained using the Lorentz−Berthelot combination rules: 𝜖!" =133	
𝜖!!𝜖!!  and 𝜎!" = 𝜎!! + 𝜎!! /2. The long-range Coulombic interactions were evaluated with 134	

the particle-mesh Ewald algorithm and the dispersion corrections were implemented in the 135	
evaluation of the energy and pressure. 136	
 137	
Molecular Dynamics Simulations 138	
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out using GROMACS 2016.4 53, 54 139	
integrating the equations of motion with the leapfrog algorithm using a time step of 2 fs. The 140	
temperature T and pressure P were controlled with the Berendsen algorithm 55. Periodic 141	
boundary conditions were applied in the three directions. 142	
 143	
fcIBP11 in bulk water 144	
In order to investigate the hydration shell structure around the protein, we performed MD 145	
simulations for fcIBP11 dissolved in 20,000 water molecules with 5 sodium ions. The energy 146	
minimization using the steepest descent method is followed by a 10 ns NPT-MD run at 300 K. 147	
Then, the production NPT-MD run of 20 ns was performed at 250 K for the conformational 148	
sampling. We also performed the same simulation without the protein. 149	
 150	
Adsorption of fcIBP11 on the growing ice surface  151	
We performed non-equilibrium NVT-MD simulations with cells containing slabs of vapor, 152	
liquid and ice 10. The size of the simulation box for the system in which the primary prism 153	
face was exposed to liquid water was set to 9.06 × 13.00 × 8.88 nm3 and that for the basal 154	
face was 9.06 × 8.63 × 13.00 nm3. The simulation cells consisted of one fcIBP11 molecule, 5 155	
sodium molecules, 20,000 free liquid water molecules and two restrained ice layers. These 156	
two layers of proton disordered ice Ih (1920 and 1760 molecules for the systems exposing the 157	
primary prism and basal planes, respectively) were generated with the program GenIce 56. The 158	
20,000 free water molecules were placed on one side of the ice layers to let ice grow in a 159	
single direction. The oxygen atoms of the molecules in these two layers of ice were 160	
harmonically restrained at their original positions with a force constant of 1000 kJ mol-1 nm-2. 161	
The fcIBP11 was initially placed 1.0~1.5 nm above the ice surfaces in three different ways as 162	
A-, B- and C-faces of the protein faced towards the ice surface. We first performed an energy 163	
minimization using the steepest descent method, followed by a 400 ps NVT equilibration run 164	
at 300 K with freezing the protein coordination. Then, the production NVT-MD run was 165	
evolved for 600 ns at 248 K, which is 2.5 K lower than the freezing temperature of ice Ih in 166	
this model (250.5 K) 57. We gave three different momenta to the equilibrated configurations, 167	
so that 9 independent trajectories were generated for each system. The name of the trajectory 168	
indicates the exposed ice plane (P for prism face, or B for basal face), the face of fcIBP11 (A 169	
or B or C) that initially faced toward the ice surface and the given initial momentums (1 or 2 170	
or 3). We also performed the same simulations without the protein in order to investigate the 171	
influence of the protein on the ice growth. In the protein bound trajectories, we determined 172	
the amino acids that possibly interact directly with the ice face by checking which residues 173	
are aligned with a crystal face. 174	
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Root mean square displacement 175	
To assess the adsorption of fcIB11 we computed the time evolution of root mean square 176	

displacement (RMSD) for αC atoms of fcIBP11 using the equation of !
!

𝒓! − 𝒓!!
!!

!!! , 177	

where ri and ri0 are the coordination vectors of ith αC atom at time t and the initial state (t = 178	
0), respectively. In the RMSD calculations, the highly flexible regions of fcIBP11 (with 179	
residue numbers 3-13, 102-120, 239-246) were excluded. 180	
 181	

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 182	
 183	
1. Structural Analyses 184	
1.1 Crystal Structure of fcIBP11 185	
Crystals of fcIBP11 were obtained under 0.1M Tris-HCl pH 8.5 and 2.0 M ammonium 186	
dihydrogen phosphate at 4°C and grown in a plate-like shape. Diffraction data at 1.4 Å 187	
resolution were collected at the synchrotron beamline. The crystal belongs to orthogonal 188	
space group P2221 with unit cell parameters of a=36.05, b=47.59, and c=134.52 Å, 189	
containing one molecule in an asymmetric unit. A clear solution for fcIBP11 structure was 190	
provided by molecular replacement calculation, then corrected manually and applied for the 191	
crystallographic refinement. N-terminal 2 residues and C-terminal 11 residues were not 192	
included in the structure model due to the indistinct electron density map, which implies the 193	
disordered conformation in these regions. At the late stage of the structure refinement, water 194	
molecules were introduced to the model by inspecting the electron density map. The final 195	
fcIBP11 structure contains 244 residues out of 257, and 279 water molecules with R factor of 196	
0.137 and Free R factor 58 of 0.162. The quality of the main-chain conformations was 197	
validated by Ramachandran-plot calculated by MolProbity 59, showing that most residues fell 198	
into the favored and allowed region. The statistics for data collection and refinement was 199	
summarized in Table 1. The coordinates are deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) under 200	
ID 6A8K. 201	
 202	
The crystal structure of fcIBP11 exhibits an IBP-1 fold characteristic for DUF3494-IBPs 203	
(Figure 1). The structure is dominated by a distinct β-solenoid 60, which is composed of a 204	
helical structure of parallel β-sheets. The β-solenoid of fcIBP11 is folded into a right-handed 205	
helix with a triangular cross-section, which forms three side faces (the A-, B- and C-faces) 206	
made up of eight- or six-stranded β-sheets with 2-5 residues each. The β-solenoid domain 207	
with 182 residues is composed of 56 N-terminal residues, from Val20 to Pro75, and 126 C-208	
terminal residues, from Gly124 to Ala239. The N-terminal part forms a helical coil (β1) 209	
toward the end of the solenoid, followed by a capping loop structure. The other end of the 210	
solenoid is also covered by a capping loop, followed by six helical coils (β2-β6) toward the 211	
one-third middle of the solenoid. Accordingly, the N- and C-terminal units are stacked 212	
together with a “head-to-tail” manner to locate the N- and C-terminal residues (Val20 and 213	
Ala239, respectively) at an adjoining position. A long α-helix with 20 residues (Gly82-214	
Ala101) is situated in the middle of the polypeptide chain, lying parallel to the β-solenoid 215	
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along the A-face, and connecting each end of the solenoid. This topological arrangement as a 216	
discontinuous solenoid braced by a parallel α-helix has been uniquely observed for the 3D 217	
structure of DUF3494-IBPs.  218	
Considering the faces of the solenoid, the B-face is formed by regularly aligned β-strands and 219	
displays the flattest molecular surface of the three faces of the solenoid. The C-face also 220	
constitutes a flat surface, but two strands (β2 and β3) near the end of the solenoid elongate to 221	
form a small bulge. The N-terminal region of the polypeptide chain (Ala3-Asp18), which lies 222	
antiparallel to the α-helix and covers the A-face of the solenoid, forms an extended helical 223	
structure, showing a close similarity to polyproline II helix followed by a short 310 helix. 224	
 225	

The similarity between the overall structure of fcIBP11 and those of other DUF3494-226	
IBPs was assessed by superposition. The RMSD between corresponding Cα atoms in the β-227	
solenoid domain and the long α-helix ranges from 0.72 Å to 1.41 Å, showing close similarity 228	
with other microbial IBPs. This is reflecting the overall sequence similarity (29–49%) typical 229	
for the residues that constitute the hydrophobic core of the molecule. 230	

Some differences among the IBP-1 folds can be seen when considering the capping 231	
structures (Figure 2). The local conformation of the N-terminal capping loop of the 232	
DUF3494-IBPs can be classified into four groups, with eukaryotic IBP-1 folds (Typhula 233	
ishikariensis TisIBP and Leucosporidium sp. LeIBP) constituting a separate group 30, 32. The 234	
N-terminal loop structure of fcIBP11 shows close similarity with the eukaryotic group (Figure 235	
2A) and forms an antiparallel strand composed of 14 residues (Asp53 – Thr66). In the known 236	
DUF3494-IBPs structures the C-terminal edge of the solenoid is less covered with distinct 237	
loop segment. However, fcIBP11 possesses a unique loop segment of 12 residues, from 238	
Gly106 to Thr117, which is inserted between the long α-helix and the β-solenoid and covers 239	
the C-terminal unit of the solenoid (Figure 2B). In many β-solenoid proteins, the loop or 240	
helical components are situated at both ends of the solenoid and prevent the exposure of the 241	
hydrophobic core of the molecule by covering the solenoid. The capping loop also builds 242	
hydrogen bonds with the β-sheets at the edge of the solenoid in order to avoid the aggregation 243	
of different molecules by intermolecular hydrogen bonds.  244	
 245	
1.2 Putative IBS inferred from structural analysis 246	
The preceding papers about the structure analysis of DUF3494-IBPs reported that the flat B-247	
face of the solenoid is involved in binding of the protein to ice 19, 29, 33, 34. It was estimated that 248	
the IBS is constituted by approximately 30 residues, aligned on the β-sheet of the B-face, on 249	
the adjacent loop region and on the C-face 7, 29, 30. The residues on the putative IBS mainly 250	
have short side chains, but are poorly conserved among the homologous IBPs. fcIBP11 251	
displays a less flat surface on its corresponding face (Figure 3A), which reflects a lower 252	
contents of Gly, Ala, Ser and Thr on the B-face. The content of these residues is 56% (14 253	
residues out of 25) for fcIBP11, whereas for the hyperactive TisIBP8, for example, it is 80% 254	
(20 residues out of 25). In addition, residues with a long side chain such as Lys24, 165, 209 255	
and 213, and Glu193 form a small bulge on the B-face of fcIBP11. Lys213 and Asn195, 256	
which are located at the center region of the putative IBS, adopt multiple conformations in 257	
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their side chain. This structural variety of side chains implies that the IBS of fcIBP11 258	
possesses a less regular and a less restricted structure compared with other DUF3494-IBPs.  259	
 260	
Furthermore, our analyses show little regularity among the 50 bound waters on the putative 261	
IBS of the fcIBP11 B-face (Figure 3B). Previous reports of crystal structure of DUF3494-262	
IBPs identified regularly aligned water molecules, which occupy the shallow grooves on their 263	
IBS 7, 29, 33. In contrast, the putative IBS on the B-face of fcIBP11 exhibits less regularly 264	
aligned waters and distinct surface grooves. No bound waters are found at the center of the 265	
putative IBS around Lys213 and Asn195, which adopt multiple conformations in their side 266	
chain. This also seems to reflect the high relief surface and the less restricted property of the 267	
IBS of fcIBP11. Therefore, in order to identify further putative IBS of fcIBP11, we proceeded 268	
with MD simulations, which allow analyzing the binding process of the protein to the prism 269	
and basal face of ice in a dynamic situation. 270	
 271	
2. MD simulations 272	
2.1. Hydration shell structure in bulk water 273	
Some IBPs indirectly bind to ice through ordered “ice-like” or “clathrate-like” hydration 274	
water molecules, which are formed beside regularly spaced residues on the ice-binding site of 275	
IBP. Although the three-dimensional structure of these bound water molecules is distinct from 276	
the ice, it extensively matches the spacing of water molecules in ice lattice and forms 277	
hydrogen bonds with them 14-16, 61.   278	
To assess whether such an ordered hydration array exists around fcIBP11 in solution, we first 279	
identify immobile (or solid-like) water molecules based on its translational mobility 15, 62, 63. 280	
The value 𝛿!! is defined by 𝛿!! = {𝒓! 𝑡 + ∆𝑡 − 𝒓! 𝑡 ! , where ri is the coordination vector 281	
of oxygen of ith water molecule, ∆𝑡 is set to 100 ps and …  is the average over 1 ns. We 282	
compute the distribution of 𝛿!! for bulk liquid water molecules at 250 K and found that the 283	
population in the region of 𝛿!! < 0.06 nm2 is negligibly small (Figure 4A). Thus, we define 284	
immobile water molecules if its 𝛿!! is smaller than 0.06 nm2. The distribution for the water 285	
molecules in a fcIBP11 solution (green line in Figure 4A) shows that the population of 286	
immobile water molecules significantly increases upon addition of fcIBP11 (380 molecules on 287	
average), indicating that fcIBP11 slows down the translational displacement of water 288	
molecules in the hydration shell.  289	
Snapshots in Figure 4B show that fcIBP11 is fully covered by immobile water molecules. 290	
However, we do not find any clue for ordered hydration layers in the vicinity of fcIBP11, 291	
presumably because fcIBP11 lacks the structural regularity on the surface. These results are 292	
consistent with the analyses examined in the section 1.2. 293	
 294	
2.2. Adsorption on Primary Prism Surface 295	
We observe the adsorption of fcIBP11 on the growing primary prism surface in 2 of 9 296	
trajectories (P_b1 and P_b3, Figure 5). The movies for these trajectories clearly demonstrate 297	
that the fcIBP11 tightly binds to the ice surface and halts its growth after wandering on the 298	
ice-water interface in the first 200 ns (SI movie P_b1 and P_b3). In these trajectories, the 299	
RMSDs with regard to the initial conformation become almost constant after 200 ns due to 300	
the adsorption on the ice surface (Figure 6A). Then, the adsorption immediately halts the 301	
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growth of ice, while the amount of ice monotonically increases without fcIBP11 (Figure 7A). 302	
In the trajectory of P_b1, the fcIBP11 rotates 90 degrees in the first 200 ns and binds to the 303	
ice surface through the loop region between the B- and the C-faces (Figure 8A). The residues 304	
of Thr50, Val30, Gln233, Ile215, Thr216 and Ala198 align with the x-axis (perpendicular to 305	
the c-axis of the ice lattice). Three residues of Thr50, Val30 and Gln233 directly bind to the 306	
well-defined ice lattice consisting of only 6-member rings, while there are non-ice-like 307	
immobile water molecules between the other residues (Ile215, Thr216 and Ala198) and the 308	
ice surface. Such immobile water molecules are also formed under the whole B-face (see the 309	
dashed circle in Figure 8B). In the trajectory of P_b3, we also observe that the fcIBP11 binds 310	
to ice through the loop region between the B- and the C-faces, although the loop region aligns 311	
with the z-axis in this trajectory. Figure 8D shows the residues of Val30, Thr145, Ala171, 312	
Ala198, Ile215, Thr216 and Gln233 directly bind to the ice lattice. The immobile water 313	
molecules without ice structure are also observed below the B-face (the dashed circle in 314	
Figure 8C). These results indicate that the loop region between the B- and the C-faces of 315	
fcIBP11 directly binds to the ice lattice, but the flat B-face may also contribute the adsorption, 316	
in consistent with the point mutation experiment for the same IBP family 33. Although there 317	
are at least two different binding modes on the primary prism surface, we do not observe the 318	
transformation between them and each binding is irreversible in the computational time scale.   319	
 320	
2.2. Adsorption on Basal Surface 321	
We observe that the fcIBP11 binds to the basal ice surface in 2 of 9 independent trajectories 322	
(see SI movies B_a1 and B_a3). The adsorption resulting in the halt of ice growth is 323	
supported by the RMSD (Figure 6B) and the amount of immobile water molecules (Figure 324	
7B). The ice-binding occurs through the α-helix on the A-face in both trajectories. The 325	
residues directly binding to the ice lattice are Ser79, Thr83, Thr87, Ser90, Thr94, Asp98 and 326	
Ala101 (Figure 9A and 9C). A small portion of the α-helix is buried into the ice lattice in the 327	
trajectory B_a1, while the α-helix in the trajectory B_a3 is parallel to the ice surface (Figures 328	
9A and 9C). Because the direction of the α-helix on the x-y plane is almost identical (Figures 329	
9B and 9D), we recognize these binding modes are the same. In the end of trajectory B_a3, 330	
fcIBP11 is released from the ice surface, indicating a reversible ice-binding.  331	
 332	
3. Binding mode and TH activity of fcIBP11 333	
We show that fcIBP11 can bind to ice with different modes, depending on the 334	
crystallographic face considered. We observe, within the computational time scale, 335	
irreversible attachment of fcIBP11 to the prism face of the ice crystal and partly reversible 336	
binding of fcIBP11 to the basal face, suggesting that the adsorption on the basal face is not 337	
strong.  338	
Our results can be considered in the frame of the discussion about the mechanisms underlying 339	
differences in TH activity displayed by IBPs. The basis for hyperactivity of IBPs has often 340	
been correlated with the adsorption of the proteins on the basal face of ice crystals and the 341	
suppression of its growth 5, 6. Other works have focused on the binding strength of IBPs to 342	
ice, rather than to the affinity for specific crystallographic faces. For example, results from 343	
fluorescence microscopy 64, 65 and MD simulations 10, 16 show that the hyperactive protein 344	
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from the insect Tenebrio molitor (TmAFP) binds irreversibly to ice whereas the moderate fish 345	
antifreeze glycoprotein (AFGP) 8 binds reversibly, suggesting a loser binding mode for the 346	
moderate protein. Previous publications on various DUF3494-IBPs 7, 8, 19, 29, conclude that the 347	
binding energy of the proteins to ice crystal surface plays an important role in IBP 348	
hyperactivity. Furthermore, it has been shown that the moderate fcIBP11 can attach, at least in 349	
some amount, to both the prism and the basal face of ice crystals and suppress growth of the 350	
basal face, resulting in a growing pattern of the ice crystal usually ascribed to the presence of 351	
hyperactive IBPs 8. Our results match experimental evidence of affinity of fcIBP11 also for 352	
the basal face of ice crystals and indicate that the moderate TH activity of fcIBP11 is possibly 353	
related to a partly reversible, lose attachment of the proteins to the basal face of ice. Anyhow, 354	
also the lose binding mode of fcIBP11 to the basal face enables its growth suppression as 355	
experimentally shown before, and therefore must be strong or fast enough to stop ice growth.  356	
 357	

CONCLUSIONS 358	
 359	
In this study, we show for the first time the structure of a diatom DUF3494-IBP and 360	
determine that the conformation of fcIBP11 groups with that of other eukaryotic IBPs with 361	
IBP-1 fold. fcIBP11 binds to both the primary prism and basal surfaces, consistent with the 362	
experimental results. The binding site of fcIBP11 to the primary prism surface is the loop 363	
region between the B- and C-faces and fcIBP11 has at least two different adsorption 364	
alignments. The B-face may also contribute to ice, although it shows a less regular and a less 365	
restricted structure compared with other DUF3494-IBPs as indicated by structural analysis on 366	
this face. The binding to the basal surface occurs through the α-helix parallel to the A-face 367	
and we further observe partial detachment of the protein from the ice surface. We here show 368	
selected putative binding options of fcIBP11 to ice, not considering statistical significance. 369	
However, we suggest that this binding mode explains the kinetics of ice growth in the 370	
presence of fcIBP11, a protein with moderate TH activity but causing basal face growth 371	
inhibition. Further studies are required to determine which factors, e.g. hydrogen bonding or 372	
hydrophobic interaction, predominantly contribute to the adsorption and to clarify the binding 373	
kinetics of fcIBP11 to stop crystal growth along the c-axis.  374	
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Table 1 Data collection and refinement statistics for fcIBP11 388	
 389	
Data collection  
Space group P2221 
Unit-cell parameters (a, b, c), (Å) 36.05, 47.59, 134.52 
Number of molecules in asymmetric unit 1 
Beam line Photon Factory BL-17A 
Wavelength (Å) 0.9800 
Resolution range (Å) 47.6−1.4 Å 
R merge *,† 0.057 (0.434) 
Observed reflections 571,099 
Independent reflections 46,394 
Completeness (%) * 99.7 (98.7) 
Multiplicity * 12.3 (11.6) 
<I/σ(I)> * 24.1 (6.3) 
  
Refinement  
R factor *,‡ 0.137 (0.192) 
Free R factor *,‡,§ 0.162 (0.200) 
R.M.S bond lengths (Å) 0.029 
R.M.S bond angles (°) 2.478 
Residues 244 
Number of non-hydrogen atoms  

Protein 1758 
Solvent 279 

Ramachandran plot (%) ¶  
Residues in favored regions 97 
Residues in allowed regions 3 
Residues in outliner regions 0 

Average B factor (Å2) 15.0 
 390	
* Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell (1.48–1.4 Å for data 391	

collection and 1.44–1.4 Å for refinement) 392	
† R merge = ΣΣj|<I(h)> – I(h)j| / ΣΣj<I(h)>, where <I(h)> is the mean intensity of a set of 393	

equivalent reflections. 394	
‡ R factor = Σ||Fobs(h)| – |Fcalc(h)||/ Σ |Fobs(h)|, where Fobs and Fcalc are the observed and 395	

calculated structure factors, respectively. 396	
§ A randomly chosen 5.0% of the data were used to calculate the free R factor 58. 397	
¶ Statistics were obtained from MolProbity 59. 398	

	399	
	 	400	
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 401	
 402	
Figure 1. The crystal structure of fcIBP11 drawn with schematic illustrations. fcIBP11 is 403	
composed of a discontinuous β-solenoid braced by an α-helix. The major coils of the solenoid 404	
are indicated as β1-6. The N- and C-terminal parts of the β-solenoid are indicated in cyan and 405	
red, respectively. The long α-helix situated along β-solenoid is colored green. The β-solenoid 406	
of fcIBP11 folds into a right-handed helix with a triangular cross-sections, which displays A-, 407	
B- and C-faces on its molecular surface. The illustrations in Figure 1, 2 and 3 were prepared 408	
by PyMOL 66. 409	
 410	
 411	
 412	
	413	
 414	
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 415	
Figure 2. Close-up views of the capping loops of fcIBP11 and other microbial IBPs. (A) 416	
Pairwise superpositions of fcIBP11 N-terminal loop (blue) with TisAFP6 (PDB ID: 3VN3, 417	
pink), ColAFP (PDB ID: 3WP9, orange), IBPv (PDB ID: 5UYT, yellow), and SfIBP (PDB 418	
ID: 6EIO, cyan). (B) Close-up view of the C-terminal capping loop. 419	
 420	
 421	
 422	

 423	
 424	
Figure 3. Surface residues and bound waters located in putative ice-binding site (IBS) of 425	
fcIBP11. 426	
(A) The side chains of IBS residues are shown as sticks. C, O and N atoms are colored 427	
yellow, red and blue, respectively. (B) Water molecules located within 5Å from the IBS are 428	
shown as balls. Waters located on the concave surface of the IBS are colored cyan. The 429	
molecular surface of fcIBP11 is also represented and the IBS is drawn with same colors as 430	
(A). 431	
 432	
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 433	
Figure 4. (A) Distributions of the 𝛿!! of water molecules in bulk liquid (black line) and 434	
fcIBP11 solution (green line) at 250 K. The shade region indicates immobile water molecules. 435	
(B) A typical structure of immobile molecules in the fcIBP11 solution from three different 436	
angles. The oxygen atoms of immobile water molecules with 𝛿!! < 0.06 nm2 are described by 437	
green spheres and two immobile water molecules are connected by a red line when their 438	
oxygen-oxygen distance is smaller than 0.35 nm. 439	

 440	
Figure 5. Initial configurations for the MD simulations in which the ice surface exposes (A-C) 441	
primary prism and (D-F) basal surfaces. These correspond to the trajectories named (A) P_a1, 442	
P_a2 and P_a3; (B) P_b1, P_b2 and P_b3; (C) P_c1, P_c2 and P_c3; (D) B_a1, B_a2 and 443	
B_a3; (E) B_b1, B_b2 and B_b3; (F) B_c1, B_c2 and B_c3, by giving three different initial 444	
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momenta. The restrained two ice layers are shown by dark blue lines, while the other water 445	
molecules are not shown in the figures. The z-axis corresponds to the c-axis of the ice lattice.  446	
 447	
 448	
 449	

 450	
Figure 6. RMSD of fcIBP11 on the (A) primary prism and (B) basal planes. The adsorption of 451	
fcIBP11 is observed in the trajectories named P_b1 and P_b3 in the panel (A), and B_a1 and 452	
B_a3 in the panel (B).  453	
 454	
 455	
 456	
 457	

 458	
Figure 7. Time evolution of immobile water molecules in the system exposing (A) primary 459	
prism and (B) basal surfaces. The plotted are the trajectories in which the adsorption of 460	
fcIBP11 is observed and the trajectories separately computed without fcIBP11. The plot 461	
without the protein is the average obtained from three independent trajectories.  462	
 463	
 464	
 465	
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 466	
Figure 8. Snapshots of the adsorbed fcIBP11 on the primary prism surface, obtained from the 467	
last flame (600 ns) of trajectory (A, B) P_b1 and (C, D) P_b3. The immobile water molecules 468	
are shown by gray lines. The residues in the loop between B- and C-faces which directly bind 469	
to the ice lattice are shown by sticks with the ID. The red dashed circles indicate the immobile 470	
water molecules without ice structure below the B-face. 471	
 472	
 473	
 474	

 475	
Figure 9. Snapshots of the adsorbed fcIBP11 on the basal surface, obtained from the last 476	
flame (600 ns) of trajectory (A, B) B_a1 and (C, D) B_a3. The z-axis corresponds to the c-477	
axis of ice lattice. The immobile water molecules are shown by gray lines. The residues in the 478	
alpha-helix which directly bind to the ice lattice are shown by sticks with the ID. 479	
 480	

 481	
 482	
 483	
 484	
 485	
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